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Bando Futaki invariants and Kahler Einstein metric 

NAICHUNG CONAN LEUNG 

We show that on a Kahler Einstein manifold, existence of almost 
Kahler Einstein metrics if and only if Futaki Bando invariants are 
all zero. We also discuss their relationships with the supertrace of 
heat kernel. 
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1. Introduction. 

Narasiham and Seshadri, Donaldson, Uhlenbeck and Yau proved that 
an irreducible holomorphic vector bundle E over a Kahler manifold X is 
Mumford stable if and only if there exists a Hermitian Einstein metric. In 
order to uncover stability from geometric invariant theory point of view, 
we need to study Gieseker stability (Mumford stability is only a linearized 
version of Gieseker stability in some suitable sense.) 

In [Leung], the author discovered the following equation 

I J n! 

which explains Gieseker stability in term of differential geometry. Solutions 
to the above equations are called almost Hermitian Einstein metrics. 

For Kahler Einstein manifold, we shall study a similar equation: 

[^Tdx(u)]M=x{XtOx(Lk))^ 

799 
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As we shall see in later section that this expression is related to the 
super-trace of heat kernel that appeared in the Atiyah-Singer local index 
theorem. 

The main result of this paper is to prove that the existence of solution to 
this equation for large value of k is equivalent to vanishing of certain Bando 
Futaki invariants. 

More generally, one can look at equation of the following form: For any 
characteristic class A [X] = AQ [X] + A2 [X] + ... + ^n [X] with Ai [X] G 
H21 {X, R) of X satisfying (i) AQ [X] ^ 0 and (ii) Ai [X] = Cci (M) for some 
nonzero constant C. We consider the following equation: 

Jzu eku)A{X,u) 
(n,n) u™ 

= Ck—7 

where A (X, u) being the characteristic form of X representing A [X] defined 
using u via the Chern Weil theory and Ck is a suitable constant. Examples 
of such A [X] include the Todd class Tdx and the ^4-class of X, A [X). Our 
methods in this paper can be used to deal with any equation of this form. 

For simplicity, we choose A [X] to be the full Chern character class of 

X, ch (X). Then we have [ek"ch (X, w)] (n'n) = Tr (kcu + ^F)n /n! and we 
call the corresponding equation the almost Kahler Einstein equation: 

tt(*" + &*,)n=c*£ 

or equivalently 

-'-^) -°i<£w 
where 77 = -jk 

The goal is to understand its relation with stability of the manifold X 
itself. However, in this case, there are new obstructions to the existence of 
solutions which comes up even when X carries a Kahler Einstein metric. We 
identify those obstructions precisely as Bando Futaki invariants. Recently, 
Tian has some important progress on this problem of relating manifold sta- 
bility and existence of canonical metric. 

To begin with, we suppose that X is a compact Kahler manifold of 
dimension n whose first Chern class has a definite sign. We shall assume the 
Kahler class is proportional to the first Chern class. The Kahler Einstein 
equation of X is as follow: 

Rca3 - C9a3 
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where Rcap is the Ricci curvature form and the constant C (after the metric 
being normalized) is 1,0 or — 1 according to the sign of ci (X). We can also 
rewrite this equation in an equivalent form: 

27r        (n-1)! n\  Tx 

where F G fi1,1 (X, End (Tx)) is the full curvature tensor of X with respect 
to the Kahler form LJ. Motivated from [Leung], we look at the following 
perturbed equation: 

{u+tFT=x^ 
As r) goes to zero, then we will recover the Kahler Einstein equation from 

these equations. 
We would be interested in elliptic solutions of these equations for small 

positive 77. Here, Xrj is a topological constant given by 

^ = ^(x)§/^c^(x) A
(n-i)! 

where chj (X) is the jth Chern character of X and Q is the Kahler class. 
Because of Kahlerian, to solve the Kahler Einstein equation, we only 

need to solve the trace of the equation. To be precise, it is the equation of 
constant scalar curvature: 

Tr FAOJ^^CUJ
71 

Similarly, we will be interested to the trace of the perturbed equation, that 
is 

IV(" + Sr)" =*! '(n-l)l 

Solutions to this equation will be called almost Kahler Einstein metrics. 
This is a fully non-linear fourth order equation in the Kahler potential. 

To solve it in general would be very difficult. In this paper, we shall show 
that the existence of solutions to these equations is closely related to the 
vanishing of Bando-Futaki invariants. 

2. Bando Futaki Invariants. 

In [Futaki], Futaki introduced an invariant on any Kahler manifold with 
positive first Chern class (that is Fano manifolds).   This invariant is an 
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obstruction for the existence of Kahler Einstein metric. By viewing the 
Einstein condition as harmonicity of the first Chern form, Bando [Bando] 
generalized Futaki invariant to obstruction for harmonicity of higher Chern 
forms of X. 

Let a; be a Kahler form in the (given) Kahler class Q. Let chj (LJ) = Tr 

(T^F)
3
 denotes the jth Chern character form of X, where F is the curvature 

tensor of X with respect to the Kahler metric defined by u. We denote the 
harmonic part of chj (LJ) by Hchj (UJ) as in the Hodge decomposition. Since 
both chj (LJ) and Hchj (LJ) are in the same cohomology class, there exists a 
(real) form bj (LJ) such that 

%     — 
chj (LJ) — Hchj (LJ) = —ddbj (LJ) 

ZiT\ 

Such a bj (LJ) is unique up to addition of a <9<9-closed form. 

Definition 1. j(Bando-Futaki Invariants)^ fj : H0 (X, Tx) -* C 

Jx 

Each fj is a well-defined Lie algebra homomorphism independent of the 
particular choice of the Kahler metric LJ in the Kahler class f2. Moreover, if 
chj (LJ) is harmonic for some Kahler form LJ G fi, then fj will be identically 
zero. 

In general, it is rather rare for higher Chern character forms to be har- 
monic because the corresponding equations are over determined. However, 
these invariants are useful for our almost Kahler Einstein equation as indi- 
cated in our theorem below: 

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a compact Kahler Einstein manifold. If ci (X) is 
non-positive, then 

Tr  (u,ITx+V±F)     =XV (n-1)! 

have elliptic solutions for all sufficiently small positive rj. 
If ci (X) is positive, then it has elliptic solutions for all sufficiently small 

positive 77 if and only if all Bando-Futaki invariants fj 's are zero homomor- 
phisms. 
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3. Proof of the theorem. 

Since X admits Kahler Einstein metric, which is the same as the ex- 
istence of solution of our equation for 77 = 0 after rewriting the equation 
from 

*> (» + £*)"-*<^i5f 
to 

(n-1)!      ' (n-2)! J        \    V    J (™-l)! 

First, we suppose that the first Chern class of X is non-positive. In 
this case, by Yau's solution [Yau] to Calabi conjecture, there exists a unique 
Kahler Einstein metric in ft. A simple application of implicit function the- 
orem on suitable Banach space will show that the above almost Kahler 
Einstein equation can be solved for sufficiently small positive 77. 

Fix any background metric UQ G fl. For simplicity, we assume that UQ is 
a Kahler Einstein metric. Let 2$^+2>a be the Banach manifold of all Ck+2>a 

functions (p on X such that jx ip = 0 and uo + iddtp is a positive (1,1) form. 
Also, let QS^"2'01 be the Banach space of all Ck~2>a functions cp on X with 
Jx (p = 0. We consider a Frechet continuously differentiable map 

^ : Q5i+2'a - <Bfc-2'a 

defined by 

Tr(u>ITx+r!±FJ    - xr{ 
ujn      1 

$»? (<p)—r = - n\      r) »(n-l)!j 

where CJ = CJQ + iddip and F is the curvature of X defined by u.   Then, 
$^,,,0 (0) = 0. The differential of $^=0 at </? = 0 is given by 

d^=o (0) : 3Sfc+2'a -> 93fc-2'a 

^=0 (0) (^) = A (-A^ + Cil>) 

where A is the Laplacian operator. 
Since C is either 0 or —1, d$v==o (0) is invertible. Therefore, by implicit 

function theorem [G-T], c^ (<p) = 0 can be solved for small 77. 
From now on, we assume ci (X) is positive and fi = ci (X). 
Second, we assume that our equation Tr (VITX + rJ'i^^)n = Xv (n-i)\ 

have solutions for all sufficiently small 77 and we shall proves that Futaki- 
Bando invariants all vanish in this case. The proof of this part uses Bour- 
guognon's arguments for Bando's results. 
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Lemma 3.1.   Under the above situation, we have 

E jfj {V) = J^v H Tr (u,ITx +r1^F 

where ipy (^) is the unique function on X determined by J tpy (w) ^V = 0 
x 

and Cyuo = -^dd^y (a;). 

From our assumption, Tr {OJITX + V^F)71  = Xv (n-*!)! > we ':iave 

J^v{u)Tr   (u>ITx+r,±F)   = Xv J fo (u) j^f^ 
X X 

= 0 

n 
from the definition of ipv (u). So ^ r^'/i C^) = 0 for aU small rj. It implies 

i=o 
that fj (V) = 0 for all j and for all holomorphic vector field V € H0 (X, Tx). 

Third, we are going to prove the converse. Suppose fj 's are all zero and 
LUQ is a Kahler Einstein metric of X. As in the first part of the proof, we 
have 

d$l7=o(0)W = A(-A^ + ^) 

However, d^rj=o (0) is only invertible on the orthogonal complement to 
the eigenspace of A with eigenvalue one, which we call 25_L. That is 

n o d^o (0) : »i+2>a -► <Bk±2'a 

is an invertible linear operator. Here H : 55 —> 55_L is the orthogonal projec- 
tion operator. We apply the implicit function theorem on 03j_, 

nfTrLlTx+n^FY/uA^      Xr> 
v       x 27r   / /      (n-1)! 

can then be solved for all small 77. 
Let ovj be an analytic path (in 77) of Kahler metrics which solve the above 

equation and let 

ipr, = Tr (UVITX + V^Fn)   A'" - 
Xrj 

(n-l)! 
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dyr) Suppose that -J^-I^o 7^ 0, then 

j=0 

by our assumption on vanishing of Bando-Futaki invariants.   This implies 
that 

O = |^M(^|,=O)^ 
X 

Lemma 3.2.   Under the above situation, we have 

- A Vv (wo) + Vv (wo) = 0 

and V K-» 
/0vr (WQ) ^ an isomorphism from H0 (X, Tx) ^o ^/ie eigenspace 

Hx—i of A iwit/i eigenvalue one. 

d(pv The previous equation shows that -^1^=0 is perpendicular to every el- 

drj ement in jff\=i- One the other hand, -J^l^o € i?A=i- Therefore, -#I|r?=o is 
the zero element which contradicts our assumption. 

In a similar fashion, we obtain that -^z-|r/=o = 0 for all r > 0.   This 
implies that ^^ = ^0 = 0. That is, 

Tr  (uITx+r,±F)     = Xv 
(n-1)! 

can be solved for all sufficiently small positive 77. Hence, we have our theo- 
rem. 

Remark. Most of the materials presented here can be generalized to 
Kahler metric with constant scalar curvature easily. 

4. Relation to the supertrace of heat kernel. 

Now we come back and look at equations corresponding to A [X] = Tdx : 

[e>»>Tdx(u)]{n-n)=x(X,Ox(Lk))% 

where Tdx (^) is the Todd form of X written in terms of the Kahler form 
u via Chern Weil theory and x {X, Ox(Lk)) is the Hilbert polynomial of X 
with respect certain polarization L. 
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As in the almost Kahler Einstein equation case, the limiting equation as 
k goes to infinity becomes the Kahler Einstein equation RC^Q = Cgap since 
the first Todd class is represented by the Ricci form of u. Moreover, over a 
Kahler Einstein manifold X, existence of solution to this equation for large 
value of k is equivalent to vanishing of certain Bando Futaki invariants (as 
readers can easily verify this using methods from last section). 

Let us now recall the heat kernel of the operator d on fi0'* (X, Lk) and the 
local Atiyah-Singer index theorem. The Dirac operator for Kahler manifolds 
can be identified as D = y/2 (B + 8*) acting on fi0'* (X, Lk) . Let kt (ar, x) 
denote the restriction of heat kernel of D2 to the diagonal.. Then by the 
local Atiyah Singer index theorem (see [BGV] for more details), the limit 
to the supertrace of kt exists as t goes to zero. More precisely one has the 
formula: 

lirn Trskt (re, x) \dx\ = \ekujTdx (u)] ^ 

Combining with our earlier discussions, we know that for Kahler Einstein 
manifold with vanishing Bando Futaki invariants, we can find Kahler metric 
(depending on k) on it such that for large enough fc, the supertrace of heat 
kernel of Dirac operator on Lk will converge to a constant multiple of its 
volume form as t goes to zero. 

More generally, we can look at the twisted Dirac operator D on 
QP,* (X^Lk). We obtain the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1. Let M be a compact Kahler Einstein manifold with polar- 
ization L. We denote the twisted Dirac operator acting on f2p'* (X, L ) by 
D. 

Suppose that Bando Futaki invariants of M all vanish. Then for k suf- 
ficiently large, there exists a canonical Kahler metric u on M such that the 
limit of supertrace of the heat kernel of D as t goes to zero will exist and 
equal to a constant multiple of the volume form.  That is 

lim Trskt (re, a;) \dx\ = C— 
t->o+ n\ 

for some constant C depending on Todd class of M only. 

The proof of the theorem are similar to the untwisted case. First we 
need to choose A [X] to be ch(ApT^) A Tdx> In the perturbation scheme 
that we used in earlier sections, we started with a Kahler Einstein metric 
on X. By applying the method we used in previous sections, we know that 
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as long as the Bando Futaki invariants of M vanish, then we can find u to 
solve the equation 

[ch(A^,u) Tdxn}M = Xk 
nl 

for large enough value of fc. Then we can apply the local Atiyah Singer index 
theorem and concludes our results. 

The author would like to thank G.Tian and S.T.Yau for their help. 
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